. Schematic representation of the MoDEL database schema. External databases are underlaid green, experimental structures retrieved from the PDB are stored in tables underlaid red. Normalization parameter for quality control and to identify dynamic outlier are kept in the tables underlaid yellow. Figure S4 . Examples of screenshots of the MoDEL web server Figure S5 . B-factor comparison for GTPase activation protein (1gnd), the largest protein in the μMoDEL subset. The 100ns simulation (green) shows especially in loop regions increased flexibility as compared to the 10ns (red) simulation but the overall pattern is maintained. Figure S6 . Measure of the complexity of flexibility space determined as the amount of total variance explained by a given number of essential deformation movements (in this case 5). The Higher the variance explained, the simpler the flexibility space. Values are displayed for all the CATH class levels (in CATH classification the first number indicates the class: 1 refers to mainly alpha protein, 2 to mainly beta, 3 to alpha-beta and 4 to protein domains which have low secondary structure content. See text and Suppl. Methods for additional details. Figure S7 . Water atmosphere around proteins from two CATH classes (red: mainly alpha, and blue: mainly beta). The number of waters molecules in close contact to protein residues (distance cutoff 3.5 Å) was normalized by the absolute solvent accessible surface (SASA) of the protein computed with NACCESS program. Analysis was done with 30 randomly selected proteins for both CATH 1 and CATH 2 families.
Figure S3. Schema of flow of data in MoDEL

Figure S8
Figure S8. General structure of the automatic set-up procedure implemented for MoDEL. This procedure leads to a topology file (in the case shown here in Amber format) and an equilibrated file that can be launched to different MD codes. Table S1 . Major external tools used in the analysis of MoDEL and major external databases which are linked to MoDEL analysis workflows 
SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES SIMULATION SET-UP
The final automated procedure for setting up simulations in water comprises a number of stages (see Figure S8 ). First, original structures retrieved from the PDB were stripped of hydrogen atoms, monovalent ions, and all water molecules that did not belong to the first solvation shell of a divalent ion (d(O-M 2+ ) < 6 Å). Non-covalent ligands were kept and parameterized in the GAFF force-field using standard procedures (Wang et al., 2006) . Finally, missing side-chain atoms and hydrogen atoms were added from Amber residue libraries, and disulfide bonds were placed between cysteine residues where d(Sγ-Sγ) < 2.6 Å. All added atoms were relaxed by a short restrained energy minimization (20 steps steepest descent, 80 steps conjugate gradient, heavy atoms with a 20 Kcal/mol Å -2 restrain to the initial structure).
The protonation state of titrable residues was adjusted to the situation at neutral pH using Classical Molecular Interaction Potential (CMIP; Gelpí et al., 2001) calculations with Poisson-Boltzmann potentials (see Orozco & Luque, 2000 for a review). For the exposed residues, protonation energies obtained from experimental pK a s and solvation free energies obtained from MD simulations of the free side chains were used as references.
The systems were neutralized by addition of Na + and Cl -ions placed at the most favored positions using an iterative Poisson-Boltzmann procedure, as implemented in CMIP (Gelpí et al., 2001 ), until reaching a final 50 mM extra salt concentration. Structural water molecules (i.e. the 2% of water displaying the strongest contacts with the protein) were added by iterative CMIP calculations (Gelpí et al., 2001) , while bulk water was added from pre-equilibrated TIP3P water boxes, filling truncated octahedral simulation cells with a minimum solute-box distance of 12Å. The all-atoms simulated systems ranged from 8946 (1rpb) to 269575 (1t5s) particles. All systems were then minimized, heated, and equilibrated in a multi-stage process (see Figure S8 ), followed by 0.4-ns post-equilibration by unrestrained MD under production conditions (see below).
The MoDEL database also contains information for trajectories collected in the gas phase for the MoDEL subset (Meyer et al. 2009 ). These simulations are useful to study the behavior of proteins when subjected to mass spectrometry or X-free electron laser (XFEL) experiments (Neutze 2004) . Starting conformations for gas-phase simulations were taken from the 10 th ns of the simulation in water and were then manipulated to generate two gas-phase conditions without altering geometry: i) ideally mild vaporization conditions, and ii) vaporization conditions in a typical electrospray experiment (Aebersold & Goodlett 2001; Benesch & Robinson 2006; Meyer et al. 2009 ). Optimal protonation sites were then determined from Poisson-Boltzmann calculations and experimental proton affinities, as described in Meyer et al. (2009) . The resulting gasphase systems were then subjected to a multi-stage equilibration and heating (T=300 K) process similar to that used for solution simulations (see above).
TRAJECTORY PRODUCTION
MD simulations in water were performed in the isothermal (T=298K)-isobaric (P=1 atm) ensemble, using SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977) to eliminate the vibration of chemical bonds involving hydrogen atoms, thereby allowing the use of a 2-fs integration step. Periodic boundary conditions and Particle Mesh Ewald (Darden et al., 1993) were used with standard PMEMD defaults (8 Å cutoff for direct/reciprocal space calculation, an order 4 spline interpolation (spacing 1 Å), distant van der Waals terms approximated using continuum correction) to account for distant interactions. In order to prevent potential periodicity artifacts (one of the possible problems of PME), unit boxes were created to allow at least 12 Å of water from the protein to the sides of the box. By default, MD runs were carried out using the parallel PMEMD module of AMBER8, employing 8 to 32 processor cores, depending on system size. Trajectories were generated on the MareNostrum supercomputer at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center (http://www.bsc.es) and local computers in our laboratory and were stored with 1-ps spacing.
METRICS AND ANALYSYS METHODS
MoDEL contains a variety of metrics of the characterization of the structure and dynamics of proteins. The most important ones are summarized below:
Root mean square deviation (RMSd). It is the standard magnitude to calibrate the deviation of a structure with respect to a reference conformation. It is computed as:
where N is the total number of atoms/residues considered in the calculation, R i stands for the vector position of particle i in the snapshot or in the reference conformation (with the 0 superscript), computed after alignment of the structure to the reference conformation to maximize the overlap. The RMSd can be computed using restricted sets of atoms, or mass-weighting the different particles Gaussian RMSd. It is interesting alternative for very flexible proteins since here the overlap is performed in an iterative way as to maximize the correspondence of rigid parts of the protein (1), focussing then all the movement into the flexible region:
where d i is the distance between the position of a particle in the snapshot and in the reference structure and i  is a weight factor ranging from 0 to 1 which modulates the impact in the gRMSd of the i-particle and is computed as:
where considering the similarity between the compared structures the scaling constant c is taken as 2 Å (Damm and Carlson; . Note that equations 2 and 3 are interdependent via the alignment and accordingly need to be solved iteratively. During this process the weight of flexible residues in the alignment is reduced Tm-score is an additional metrics for measuring similarity, which was developed to compare very different structures in a robust manner. In its general formalism (Zhang and Skolnick; ) the index ranges from 1 to 0 and is defined as:
where the max function refers to the situation found after optimum superposition, L N is the length of the protein, L t is the length of the aligned segment and d 0 is a normalization factor depending on the size of the protein:
. Note that the RMSd associated to the Tm-score can be computed from:
Hydrogen bonds. We determined that two residues are hydrogen bonded when donor and acceptor are at less than 3.5 Å and acceptor-H-donor angle is less than 120 degrees. We consider that a hydrogen bonds is maintained in a portion of the trajectory when it is detected in more than 50% of the collected snapshots Secondary structure assignment was done using Kabsch and Sander algorithm (Kabsch and Sander; 1983) . We consider that a secondary structure element was maintained at a given position of the protein if it was the predominant one in the collected snapshots.
Native Contacts. A contact in a snapshot of the simulation is recorded when the C  of two residues are at less than 7Å. When the same contact was present in the experimental structure, such contact is defined as "native". We consider that a native contact is lost when it is not preserved in more than half of the collected snapshots.
Solvent accessible surface (SAS)
was calculated by means of the NAccess software package (Hubbard and Thornton; 1993) , using as rolling probe radius the same radius of a water molecule, i.e. 1.4 Å.
B-factors.
They are the standard measure of residue/atom harmonic flexibility. They are computed from the oscillations of a residue/atom with respect to its equilibrium position, assuming that these oscillations are isotropic. B-factor profiles represent the distribution of residue harmonic oscillations. They can be compared with X-ray data, but caution is needed, since crystal lattice effects tend to rigidify exposed protein residues. Very large-B-factors should be taken with caution since indicate very flexible residues that might display conformational changes along the trajectory, which is difficult to follow within the harmonic approximation implicit to Bfactor analysis.
Apparent inter-residue stiffness. It is defined (Camps et. al. 2009 ) as the force-constant acting between two (i and j) residues in the case of completely disconnected harmonic oscillators.
 
where k B is the Boltzman's constant and T is the temperature. The averages are computed using the MD ensemble.
The index helps to detect strong interactions between residues, which might indicate physically-intense direct contacts or strong chain-related interactions.
Chained correlations. This analysis is performed to detect correlations between the movement of distant residues. It is done by a post-processing of the residue-residue correlation matrix, where irrelevant (ex. ii+1, or non significant correlations were removed. Then a root residue must be selected and residues with a large correlation with it are recorded. These first-generation correlated residues are then used for a new iteration. The user selects the width (the number of correlated residues to be considered) and the depth (the number of iterations) of the search (Camps et al. 2009 ).
Hinge point predictions. The hinge points are residues or protein segments around which large movements are detected along the trajectory. Analysis of hinge points are performed by three different methodologies, each one with its own implementation using trajectories re-centred using a Gaussian RMSd fitting protocol (Damm and Carlson; , Camps et al. 2009 ): a) looking at changes in the B-factor slope, b) looking at residues with peak inter-residue force constants (Sacquin-Mora and Lavery; 2006) and c) by clustering residues based on their correlations (Navizet et al. 2004 ).
Lindemann indexes were introduced for determining whether an infinite system is solidlike or liquid-like (Zhou et al; , were calculated via:
where N is the number of atoms and a′ is the most-probable non-bonded near-neighbor distance, r i is the position of atom i, Δr i Variance-related metrics. The total (and relative to the number of residues) variance is computed to take a rough estimate of the degree of movement in the protein along the dynamics. The number of essential movements needed to explain a given variance threshold is indicated to define the complexity of the simulation space. The amount of variance explained by 5 essential movements is used to evaluate the quality of the essential deformation space. Finally, the dimensionality of the deformation space is defined by the rank order of the first essential movement with (at room temperature) associated variance lower than 1 Å 2 (see below).
Strand entropies. They are computed using a pseudoharmonic approach following either Schlitter (1993; see eq. 8) or Andricioaei-Karplus (2001, see eq. 10 ) methods and the mass-weighted covariance matrix derived from the MD-ensemble. Values are extrapolated to infinite simulation time using optimized exponential relationships (Harris et al. 2001, see eq. 11) . To gain additional insights partial estimates are obtained, by considering, for example only the trace of the protein.
where
,  being the eigenvalues obtained by diagonalization of the massweigthed covariance matrix, and the sum extends to all the non-trivial vibrations.
where t is simulation time  and  are fitted parameters.
Essential dynamics. Following essential dynamics algorithm (ED, 1993) , the orthogonal movements describing the variance of a system are obtained by diagonalization of the covariance matrix derived from the MD simulation. The result of the analysis is the generation of a set of eigenvectors (the modes or the principal components), which describe the nature of the deformation movements of the protein and a set of eigenvalues, which indicate the stiffness associated to every mode:
where  stands for an eigenvalue (in distance 2 units)
Sorting the eigenvectors by their associated eigenvalues, the largest part of the variance will be explained by the first few eigenvectors. Since the eigenvectors represent a fullbasis set, the original Cartesian, trajectory can be always projected into the eigenvectors space, without lost of information. Furthermore, if a restricted set of eigenvectors is used information is lost, but the level of error introduced in the simplification is always on user-control by considering the annihilated variance (the residual value between the variance explained by the set of the eigenvectors considered and the total variance). Inspection of the atomic components of the most important eigenvalues helps to determine the contribution of different residues to the key essential deformations of the protein. Visualization of the ED modes allowed us to gain insight into the nature of the most prevalent protein movements. Analysis of the variance contribution of the different modes helped to quantify the size and complexity of the deformation space.
Similarity indexes helped to determine the similarity between the intrinsic deformation patterns sampled in trajectories of the same (A=B) or different proteins (A≠B). Different metrics based on the dot product can be envisaged to determine this similarity such as Hess's index (Orozco et al. 2003; Eq. 13) or the RMSIP (Amadei et al. 1999; Eq. 14) . Note that it is often useful to obtain relative, rather than absolute similarity indexes, just by referring the similarity index to the expected self-similarity:
where i and j stand here for different trajectories, and the self-similarity indexes are obtained by comparing two sub-trajectories of the same length of the same molecule.
Using dot-product metrics the anharmonicity of a trajectory can be determined by looking at the overlap between the normal modes determined using a fully harmonic potential and those obtained from diagonalization of the MD covariance matrix:
